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Boost your mental power with yBoost your mental power with yBoost your mental power with yBoost your mental power with yogaogaogaoga    
 
Most of us have heard of Downward Facing Dog or Warrior I ..  but is there more to 
yoga than poses with odd names? 
 
 

What does the What does the What does the What does the word ‘yoga’ mean?word ‘yoga’ mean?word ‘yoga’ mean?word ‘yoga’ mean?    
 
The word ‘yoga’ is derived from the 
Sanskrit word ‘yuj’, which means’ to 
unify’ or ‘to yoke’. Yoga originated in 
ancient India, which is why many of 
the exercises are described in 
Sanskrit – the ancient language of 
Hinduism.  
 
 

What are What are What are What are the bthe bthe bthe beneficial aspects of eneficial aspects of eneficial aspects of eneficial aspects of 
yoga?yoga?yoga?yoga?    
 
Yoga is a series of exercises which 
focus on the physical, mental and 
spiritual elements of life. As it is 
traditionally a spiritual exercise of 
self-realisation, there are many 
benefits of practicing yoga.  
 
Here’s a small selection:  
 

∗ The art of concentrating on breathing while stretching is a type of mindfulness – 
something that we aren’t often able to make time for in our busy lives. 

 

∗ Yoga moves our nervous system from the state of flight-or-fight to rest-and-
digest, which reduces anxiety and enables us to be more relaxed. 

 

∗ Yoga is a complete form of exercise, ie it exercises both mind and body.  
 

∗ Yoga is an ideal exercise for everyone, of all shapes, sizes and ages. Like any 
exercise, the sooner you get started, the sooner you will feel benefit – and we 
know that getting started is usually the hardest part. Our instructors will guide 
you through every exercise throughout the class, to help you get maximum 
benefit from each section. 

 
 

What is the ulWhat is the ulWhat is the ulWhat is the ultimate goal of yogatimate goal of yogatimate goal of yogatimate goal of yoga????    
 
We hope that by practicing yoga regularly, you will be mentally and physically 
stronger, more flexible and toned (and even a little lighter), and despite the relaxed 
appearance of yoga, have better cardiac health. 
 



 

What is the dWhat is the dWhat is the dWhat is the diffiffiffifferenceerenceerenceerence    between yobetween yobetween yobetween yoga & ga & ga & ga & Pilates?Pilates?Pilates?Pilates?    
 
Many people ask this, because both have exercises for strength which require 
breathing in a particular way. Pilates concentrates on strengthening the core, 
whereas yoga is a system of wellbeing, aiming to still the mind, together with a 
stronger body and increased flexibility. Yoga is an ancient mind-body system, 
whereas Pilates is relatively new – developed in the 1930s by Joseph Pilates. 
 
 

How itHow itHow itHow it    can boost mental powercan boost mental powercan boost mental powercan boost mental power????    
 
It’s not just the endorphins our body creates while exercising that is great for our 
wellbeing; yoga improves our cognitive, or mental processing, function. 
 
When was the last time you had the luxury of devoting your time to just one thing? At 
our classes, you can feel the benefits of being able to concentrate and focus on each 
exercise, one at a time. It’s not just body training, but brain training too.  
 
 

WheWheWheWhere do I start?re do I start?re do I start?re do I start?    
 
We think yoga is the perfect solution for all you women out there who know you 
should be meditating, stretching, doing cardio and weights – but just don’t have time 
for all that in portions.  
 
Click HERE(hyperlink) to book for our special offer – a 30 day (money-back, if you’re 
not happy) trial – which includes a free yoga mat. We look forward to seeing you. 
 
Click HERE(hyperlink) to contact us. We are here to help. 
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